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Abstract 

Like other languages, the language of Nias is a system of communication, a tool for thought, 

a medium for self-expression, a social institution and ethnic pride among its native speakers. 

In spite of its important functions, the language Nias reveals some phenomena calling for 

attention. One of the phenomena has to do with the increase of education and language 

contact involving the speakers of the Nias language. Another phenomenon has to do with 

the attitudes of the speakers of the Nias language toward their native language and culture 

in general. Still another has to do with some government policies, whose significant positive 

contribution to the Nias language is still debatable. This short article is organized into four 

parts. The first part the introduction where the background of the writing the article is 

presented. The second part contains a short description of the form of the language of Nias. 

The third part is about the use of the language. The last part is the recommendation on 

preservation and revitalization of the Nias language. 
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Introduction 

,Q�OLQH�ZLWK�)LVKPDQ¶V�LGHD��������FRQFHUQLQJ�WKH�UHODWLRQVKLS�EHWZHHQ�ODQJXDJH�DQG�

culture, the Nias language is part, index, and symbolic of Nias culture. As part of the Nias 

culture, the Nias language is an inevitable component of the Nias culture. As index of the 

culture, the language is a window through which the culture can be seen. As symbolic of the 

culture, the language is something which represents the culture. 

The Nias language serves various practical functions, depending on the people who 

need and use it. At one time it can be a means to express happiness, surprise, or sadness. At 

another time, the language possibly serves to impart information, to give essential commands, 

or to communicate requests. Still at another time, it may function to maintain social contact 

(phatic communion), to release tension or for aesthetic considerations (Aitchison, 1992). 

In spite of its important functions, the Nias language has faced several challenges 

during the last four decades. The challenges, among other things, are the increase of 

education and language contact involving the speakers of the Nias language, the attitudes of 

the speakers of the Nias language toward their native language and culture in general, and 

the government policies, whose significant positive contribution to the Nias language is still 

debatable. This short paper will address these issues in brief. 

The Form of the Language 

The Nias language  is  a language whose most native speakers live on the island of 

Nias. The language belongs to western Malayo-Polynesian group of Austronesian languages 

(Brown, 2001). It is a vocalic language in that the words in the language, other than those 

borrowed lately from other languages such as Indonesian, end with vowels. Mörö µVOHHS¶��

sökhi µJRRG¶��DQG�manu µFKLFNHQ¶�DUH�WKUHH�H[DPSOHV�RI�WKH�ZRUGV�LQ�WKH�1LDV�ODQJXDJH� 

The words  mörö µVOHHS¶��sökhi µJRRG¶��DQG�manu µFKLFNHQ¶�DUH�RQH�PRUSKHPH�HDFK��

Each of the three words is a free morpheme. However, this does not mean that the Nias 
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language is an isolating language. The Nias language is an agglutinating language. It is a 

language whose words are rich in affixes. The language has prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. 

One of the prefixes is ma-. In the word mamazökhi µPDNH¶��WKH�ma- which is attached to the 

beginning of the word is a prefix, a bound morpheme attached to the beginning of the host. 

Infix is a bound morpheme which is inserted within a word. In the word agalawa µWDOO¶��-ga- 

LV�DQ�LQIL[�PHDQLQJ�µDOO¶���$�VXIIL[�LV�D�GHSHQGHQW�PRUSKHPH�ZKLFK�LV�DWWDFKHG�WR�HQG�RI�D�

word. In the word awaisi µILQLVK¶��-si, which is attached to the end of the word awai,  is a 

suffix.  

The Nias language is a language whose word order in an intransitive sentence is VS. 

A sentence whose verb has a single valency in this language requires the verb to come before 

the argument required. This means that the only argument whose presence is required by the 

verb comes after, not before the verb, which is a sister to it). This is examplified by the 

intransitive sentence Mörö Döngöni µ7|QJ|QL�VOHSW¶�� ,Q� WKLV�H[DPSOH��mörö, which is the 

verb, comes first; Döngöni, which is the only argument and functions as the subject, follows 

the verb.  

The vocalic language belonging to western Malayo-Polynesian group of Austronesian 

languages exhibits word order VOS in a declarative sentence whose main verb has two 

valencies. A sentence whose verb subcategorizes for two arguments places the verb in the 

initial position. The verb precedes the second argument which functions as the object in the 

sentence. The first argument, which functions as the subject in the sentence, comes after the 

other argument, which functions as the logical object. In the sentence Ibözi Döngöni Töngöni 

µ7|QJ|QL�KLWV�7|QJ|QL¶��ibözi is the verb, Döngöni is the object (patient, the entity which is 

acted upon), Töngöni is the subject (agent, the doer of the action).  

As shown by the sentences Mörö Döngöni µ7|QJ|QL�VOHSW¶�DQG�Ibözi Döngöni Töngöni 

µ7|QJ|QL�KLWV�7|QJ|QL¶��WKH�1LDV�ODQJXDJH�VHHPV�WR�PDUN�WKH�VXEMHFW�RI�DQ�LQWUDQVLWLYH�YHUE�

in the same way as it marks the object of a transitive verb. The entity which is the subject 

the intransitive verb is mutated and so is the entity which is the object of the transitive verb. 

Such a language as this, according to Comrie (1989) and Song (2001), is a morphologically 

ergative language. 

The Nias language is a language whose question words each begins with the glottal 

fricative consonant /h/. The question word hadia µZKDW¶� EHJLQV� ZLWK� WKH� FRQVRQDQW� �K���

Haniha µZKR¶�DOVR�FRPPHQFHV�ZLWK�h.  +D¶XJD�µKRZ�PDQ\�PXFK¶��hamega µZKHQ¶��hezo 

µZKHUH¶��hana µZK\¶��DQG�hewisa µKRZ¶�EHJLQ�ZLWK��K���7KHVH�TXHVWLRQ�ZRUGV�DSSHDU�DW�WKH�

beginning of the sentences requiring them. The sentences Hadia döimö"� µ:KDW� LV� \RXU�

QDPH"¶� DQG� +DQLKD� QDPDX"� µ:KR� LV� \RXU� IDWKHU"¶� DUH� WZR� H[DPSOHV� VKRZLQJ� WKDW� WKH�

consonant h comes at the beginning of an interrogative sentence. 

The Nias language is a language whose relative pronoun may be overtly realized in 

different forms. The full form of the relative pronoun is probably si µZKR�ZKLFK¶��7KLV�FDQ�

be seen in the sentence Omasido niha si so ba nomo GD¶| µ,�OLNH�SHUVRQ�ZKR�LV�LQ�WKH�KRXVH¶��

However, in the sentence 2PDVLGR� QLKD� VR\D� DQD¶D µ,� OLNH� WKH� SHUVRQ�ZKR� KDV� D� ORW� RI�

PRQH\¶��WKH�UHODWLYH�SURQRXQ�si is realized as s- and it is attached to the word oya µD�ORW¶���

Such a phenomenon is quite challenging for people who are learning the language. 

Different forms are also encountered in personal pronouns in the Nias language. Three 

personal pronouns have free forms and bound forms when are the subjects of intransitive 

verbs. The three pronouns are ndra¶RGR�-do µ,¶��QGUD¶DJD�-ga µZH¶��DQG�QGUD¶XJ|�-ö µ\RX¶�

referring to the  second person singular. For instance, the sentences Mangado and Manga 

QGUD¶RGR ERWK�KDYH�WKH�VDPH�PHDQLQJ�µ,�HDW¶��)RXU�SHUVRQDO�SURQRXQV��RQO\�KDYH�IUHH�IRUPV�

when are the subjects of intransitive verbs. The four pronouns are ita µZH¶�UHIHUUULQJ�WR�WKH�
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first person plural inclusive, ami µ\RX¶�GHQRWLQJ�WKH�VHFRQG�SHUVRQ�SOXUDO�� ia µKH�VKH¶��DQG�

ira µWKH\¶�� 

The three personal pronouns having free and bound forms when they are the subjects 

of intransitive verbs also have free and bound forms when they are the logical objects or 

patients of transitive verbs. For instance, the sentences ,JRKLGR� ,QD� *DGL¶D and Igohi 

QGUD¶RGR�,QD�*DGL¶D ERWK�PHDQ�µ,QD�*DGL¶D� UDQ�DIWHU�PH¶��7KH�IRXU�SURQRXQV�having no 

bound forms when they are the subjects of the intransitive verbs do not have bound forms 

when they are the logical objects or patients of transitive verbs. The four pronouns 

consistently have only one form each either when they are the subjects of intransitive verbs 

or when they are the logical objects or patients of transitive verbs. 

Personal pronouns which are the agents of transitive verbs all have two forms each: 

free forms and bound forms. All of the free forms begin with ya. The free forms are \D¶RGR 

µ,¶��\D¶LWD µZH¶�GHQRWLQJ�WKH�ILUVW�SHUVRQ�SOXUDO�LQFOXVLYH��\D¶DJD µZH¶�UHIHUULQJ�WR�WKH�ILUVW�

person plural exclusive, \D¶XJ| µ\RX¶�UHIHUULQJ�WR�WKH�VHFRQG�SHUVRQ�VLQJXODU��\D¶DPL µ\RX¶�

referring to the second person plural, \D¶LD µKLP�KHU¶��DQd \D¶LUD µWKHP¶�UHVSHFWLYHO\��7KH�

bound forms are {u-} as the first person singular, ta- as the first person plural inclusive, {ma-

} as the first person plural exclusive,{ ö-} as the second person singular, {mi-} as the second 

person plural, {i-} as the third person singular, and la- as the third person plural. These bound 

forms are pronominal copies which serve as proclitics. For efficiency consideration, the free 

forms of the pronouns are generally not overtly expressed when they are coreferenced with 

the bound forms. 

Pronouns expressing possession in the Nias language are endclitics. They are {-gu} 

µP\¶��^-da`�µRXU¶�UHIHUULQJ�WR�WKH�ILUVW�SHUVRQ�SOXUDO�LQFOXVLYH��^-ma`�µRXU¶�UHIHUULQJ�WR�WKH�

first person plural exclusive, {-mö/-u`�µ\RXU¶�UHIHUring to the second person singular,  {-mi} 

µ\RXU¶�UHIHUULQJ�WR�WKH�VHFRQG�SHUVRQ�SOXUDO��^-nia`�µKLV�KHU��DQG�^-ra`�µWKHLU¶��8QOLNH�RWKHU�

bound possessive pronouns, {-u} cannot be used with a noun ending with the vowel {u}. 

Therefore, attatching the possessive pronoun {-u} to the end of the noun manu µFKLFNHQ¶�

makes the sentence 7HQJD�PDQXX�GD¶D µ7KLV� LV�QRW�\RXU�FKLFNHQ¶�XQDFFHSWHG��7KH�ZRUG�

manu, which ends with the vowel /u/, subcategorizes for the possessive pronoun {-mö}, not 

{-u}. 

The Use of the Language 

Until around five decades ago, most of the speakers of the Nias language were 

monolingual speakers. Very few of them spoke a language besides their native language.  

The few speakers who spoke one or more than one language besides the Nias language were 

those who learned the other language(s) at school and/or acquaired it/them through informal 

learning. Very few people went to school and not many of them had opportunities to get in 

touch with people who spoke the Nias and other languages. The speakers of the Nias 

language did not seem proactive enough to be bilingual speakers.  

Around the years indicated above, traditional festivals were frequently held by many 

speakers of the Nias language. The language used in the festivals was generally the Nias 

language. Rituals, discussions, and addresses were all in the Nias language. Such a situation 

made it conducive for the speakers to speak the Nias language. The situation made the people 

ZKRVH�QDWLYH�ODQJXDJH�ZDV�1LDV�OHDUQ�WKH�LPSRUWDQFH�RI�WKHLU�ODQJXDJH��3HRSOH¶s mastery 

and fluency in using the their native language was considered success and pride. This 

triggered some of them to learn the language on purpose. They learned the language, 

especially the sentences generally used in the festivals, from the elder(s).   

Assuming the importance of the language in connection to the customs, the speakers 

of the Nias language hardly ever used  language other than the Nias language to name their 
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children. They proudly used the Nias language to  name their children. Then the names using 

the Nias language were very common. The words used to name the children were usually 

selected in such a way to mirror either the social status and/or the expectation of the  families 

involved. Names reflected the positions of the families of the owners of the names in the 

community and/or their dreams.  A person named .L¶RJXO|, for example, was probably from 

the lower social class (Nazara, 2011). 

Around four decades ago, interactions of the speakers of the Nias language with those 

speaking Indonesian and/or other language(s) began to drastically increase. A few people 

who were aware of the problematic phenomena faced by the Nias language worried that the 

Nias language would  face a serious problem. One of the people was P.R. Telaumbanua, 

who²at the time²was the governor of North Sumatera. He testified that many young 

SHRSOH�ZKR�FRQWLQXHG�WKHLU�HGXFDWLRQ�RYHUVHDV�FDPH�XS�ZLWK�LQWHUIHUHQFH��+H�VDLG�WKHQ�´%D�

GD¶H� J|L� XIDGXKX¶|�ZD� DWR� QGUDRQRGD� VL� QR�P|L�PDQRKXJ|� VHNRODUD�PLVLMHIR� QR� IDUXka 

fakhöjö LL�1LKD�QL¶RJXQD¶|UD´��+DUHID�������. 

Then vocabularies (words) of Indonesian such as sekolah, pensil, gambar and kursi 

had entered  the Nias language. The words of Indonesian entering the Nias language 

underwent adaptation. They operated by the grammar rules of the Nias language, whose 

words never ended with consonants. The word sekolah became sekola,  pensil became fese,  

gambar became gambara, and kursi became kurusi. These words also obeyed syntactic rules 

when they appeared in sentences. The fact that some words of a language are borrowed by 

other languages can be considered normal, since vocabulary is an element of the language 

which is frequently coined by other languages (Schendl, 2001). 

At present, the condition of the Nias language seems to get worse. Interference occurs 

more frequently. The percentage of words of other languages coined into the Nias languge 

tends to increase drastically. The words coined tend to refute to obey the morphological rules 

of the Nias language. Instead of adapting themselves to the rules of the language into which 

they enter, they  keep their own grammar rules. The words of Indonesian in the sentences 

³7HOSRQ�O|�ODQFDU´�DQG�³%DQWX�VHNHGDU�SXOVD�JD¶D´�DUH�H[DPSOHV��7KLV�JLYHV�HYLGHQFH�WKDW�

the Nias language is going to surrender. If such as situation continues, it is likely that in just 

a few years ahead  the lexicon of the Nias language will be dominated by that of other 

language(s).  If the situation gets worse, such an interfering phenomenon will probably occur 

sooner. If the situation is getting worst, language  shift/death is likely to occur.  

Some words of the Nias language are on the way to extinction. They are not 

(frequently) used any more. Probably, they are only in the memory of people who are senior 

citizen. Very few young people of Nias²if any²know words such as saiwa, embua, and 

soso. These traditional products have disappeared from the speakers of the Nias language. 

Nias people who were born in the last two decades might have never seen these objects. As 

Duha in Omo Niha ± Perahu Darat di Pulau Bergoyang (2012:253) states, ³6HNDUDQJ�ini, 

... setiap acara di desa selalu didominasi oleh keyboard dan lagu-lagu dangdut yang sama 

sekali tidak ada hubungannya dengan identitas orang Nias. ... Demikian juga berbagai 

peralatan yang dipakai dalam upacara-XSDFDUD´. Language, among other things, is an 

essential medium to name, describe, and/or express cultural products. If the cultural products 

are no more in practice, what does language name, describe, and/or express? 

Interference is not limited to the vocabularies as cited above. It also occurs in the area 

of syntax.  A few decades ago, sentences such as Mofanöga mahemolu and 0RIDQ|�QGUD¶DJD�

mahemolu µ:H�ZLOO�OHDYH�WRPRUURZ¶�ZHUH�VSRNHQ�QRW�RQO\�E\�DGXOWV��&KLOGUHQ�RI�WKH�QDWLYH�

speakers of the Nias language also used them. Notice that the argument which is the agent 

in each of these sentences comes after the verb adjacent to it. The consituent order of each 

of the sentences is SV.  At present, the speakers of the Nias language, especially youngsters 
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who can speak a language besides that of Nias, have been tempted to place the argument, 

whose semantic role in each of the two sentences is agent, before the verb. Construction such 

as <D¶RGR� PRIDQ|� PDKHPROX µ,� ZLOO� OHDYH� WRPRUURZ¶�� ZKHUH� WKH� VXEMHFW� SUHFHGHV� WKH�

predicate, is commonly found in Indonesian sentences. This reveals that  the national 

language has interfered the sentence construction of the Nias language.  

One influencing factor contributing to interference to the Nias language has to do with 

formal education. As a matter of fact, it has been compulsory for young people of school age 

to attend formal education from elementary to high school. Formal education gives 

advantages as well as disadvantages to local language development.  This is quite 

problematic . On the one hand, formal education HQKDQFHV�SHRSOH¶V�NQRZOHGJH��,W�ZLGHQV�

SHRSOH¶V�KRUL]RQ��,W�WULJJHUV�SHRSOH¶V�DZDUHQHVV�DQG�FUHDWLYLW\��DQG�VR�RQ��2Q�WKH�RWKHU�KDQG��

formal education introduces students to at least one language which is potential competitor  

to local language to develop. For instance, at school the students are required to learn and 

speak Indonesian, the national language. As a result, they have to learn the new language. 

They become bilingual speakers: They speak the Nias language and Indonesian. Ability to 

speak more than one language gives advantages. One of the advantages is that the bilingual 

speakers  are able to perform language functions in more than one language.  

Unfortunately, ability to speak more than one language can also give disadvantages. 

One of the advantages is that the bilingual speakers can be like a field where the languages 

they are able to speak grow together. Here competition has potential to occur. One of the 

languages which the same persons speak may grow better that the other. There is no 

guarantee that the two or more languages grow in the same way. It is generally acknowledged 

that when two languages are in contact, they influence each other.  In such a situation, it is 

very possible that one of the languages becomes more dominant than the other. If the 

domination of one language over the other increases continuously, the language which is 

pushed down can be permissive. Concerning the present landscape of the Nias language, 

Indonesian seems to increasingly dominate. This means that there is no reason not to worry 

about the future story of the Nias language.  

Some government policies tend to foster domination of Indonesian over the local 

languages like that of Nias. As the national language, Indonesian receives some 

advantageous treatment. This brings some impacts to the local languages such as the Nias 

language. With more facilities and supports, Indonesian has become very dominant 

compared with the local languages like that of Nias. As a result, the local languages such as 

that of Nias get weaker.  The supports and facilities which make the national language much 

more dominant compared with local languages may bring some negative impacts to the 

speakers of the local languages. One of the negative impacts is that the native spakers of the 

local languages may falsely be triggered to think that their languages are ignored. They may 

further be tempted to pursue the language which they considered favored by the authority. 

The attitudes of the speakers of the Nias language contribute significantly to present 

and future conditions of the Nias language. If the speakers of the language are aware of the 

importance of preserving their language, the language is likely to survive. Unfortunately, 

there has been no convincing indication that the attitude of every speaker of the Nias 

language is positive. This is found not only among those living on the island of Nias, but 

also among those living in other places such as Padang. Among tens of families from Nias 

ethnic group observed in Padang (Nazara, 2008), none of their children used the Nias 

language. Adults such as parents and grandparents were no exception  when they 

communicated with their children and/or grandchildren. 
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 All languages change over time (Aitchison, 1985, 1992; Murray, 2001) and any aspect 

of a lanJXDJH�FDQ�FKDQJH�RYHU�WLPH��³/DQJXDJH�FKDQJH�LV�XELTXLWRXV�´��0F*UHJRU���������

Not only aspects such as phonetics  and  phonology change. Other aspects such as 

morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics,  and lexicon also change. Language change 

normally takes a long time. Change which has occurred to English, for instance, takes 

hundreds of years. Compared with English, the Nias language has changed much faster in 

the last few years. English spoken around five hundred years ago is not so different from 

English spoken nowadays. How about the Nias language? Is the Nias language spoken 

around five hundred years ago not so different from the Nias language spoken today either? 

Needs for Preservation and Revitalization of the Language 

Conducive environments, integrated and sustainable programs, and continuous 

supports for preservation and revitalization of the Nias language are of paramount 

importance. In the first place, adult speakers of the Nias language, especially parents and 

grandparents, should be (more) aware that local languages such as that of Nias are essential 

parts, indexes, and symbolics of local cultures which hold local geniuses both tangibles and 

intangibles, which are valuable to transmit from one generation to the next. Language is, as 

Grimes (2����� LQGLFDWHV�� D� PHGLXP� WR� QDUUDWH� \HVWHUGD\¶V� VXFFHVV� DQG� IDLOXUH�� WR� VKDSH�

WRGD\¶V�VWRULHV�DQG�GUDPDV��DQG�WR�SURSRVH�WRPRUURZ¶V�ILFWLRQV�DQG�QRQILFWLRQV�� 

Families should be a fertile soild for local language to grow. Adults, especially parents 

and grandparents who are the native speakers of the Nias language, are highly urged to 

provide their children and grandchildren with sufficient local languge inputs. They should 

not only help but also struggle hard to make their children and grandchildren well exposed 

to the language they have inherited from their parents and grandparents (ancestors). They 

may start the valuable and heroic struggles by communicating using their local language 

with their (grand-) sons/daughters more frequently and interestingly.  

Religion institutions, education institutions, and local governments should also be 

more aware of the importance of local language preservation and revitalization. The 

awareness of the importance of the preservation and revitalization of the local language 

should be made concrete through various cultural programs and tangible products.  These 

include, but not limited to, workshops and regular and need-based training as well as 

facilities or media such as books, dictionaries, magazines, newspapers, TV, and others. Can 

such programs and facilities be realized? They depend on several parties, institutions, groups, 

and individuals. Through these programs and products, the Nias language is empowered and 

functional.  These programs and products are likely to be successful since they mean that the 

(expected) speakers of the Nias language are scaffolded to get sufficient exposure to the 

language they are supposed to learn and/or acquire. 

Conclusion 

Inspite of its unique forms and its paramount roles, the language of Nias indicates that 

it has lower frequency of use and less attention and support. Seeing such ironic phenomena, 

,�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�YRLFH�WKDW�LQFUHDVLQJ�SHRSOH¶V�DZDUHQHVV�RI�WKH�LPSRUWDQFH�RI�ORFDl languages 

such as that of Nias may trigger them to undertake more integrated and sustainable programs 

which may preserve and revitalize local cultures (both intangibles and tangibles) which in 

turn scaffold the local languages to be powerful and functional. Without integrated, 

simultaneous, and sustainable programs made and supported by several parties, institutions, 

groups, and individuals, the Nias language will possibly be like a foreign language for the 

next generation of the present speakers of the language. 
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